We discuss two-photon exchange (TPE) in elastic electron scattering off the trinucleon systems, 3 He and 3 H. The calculations are done in the semirelativistic approximation with the trinucleon wave functions obtained with the Paris and CD-Bonn nucleon-nucleon potentials. An applicability area of the model is wide enough and includes the main part of kinematical domain where experimental data exist. All three TPE amplitudes (generalized form factors) for electron 3 He elastic scattering are calculated. We find that the TPE amplitudes are few times more significant in the scattring of electrons off 3 He then in the electron proton scattering.
I. INTRODUCTION
Rich information about the structure of simplest hadron systems, like the pion, proton, deuteron, tritium, 3 He, etc., comes from measurements of electromagnetic form factors of these systems. At low Q 2 the form factors give information about size and form of the hadron system, while at high Q 2 they give information about its quark structure.
The key ingredient of such experimental studies is the extraction of the form factors from measured cross sections and polarization observables of elastic electron scattering off the hadron systems. Because the fine structure constant α ≈ 1 137 is small one may expect that the Born approximation (the one-photon exchange) should be good enough to link the form factors with the cross sections and polarization observables. Nevertheless, mainly due to the G Ep /G Mp polarization measurements at Thomas Jefferson National Accelerator Facility (Jlab) [1] [2] [3] , it became clear that precise measurements of the form factors require taking into account higher order perturbative effects, such as two-photon exchange (TPE).
At present the TPE effects were analyzed in detail in the elastic ep scattering, theoretically [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] as well as phenomenologically [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] . Besides the ep scattering there are also detailed theoretical calculations of the TPE effects in the electron scattering off pions [21] [22] [23] and deuterons [24] [25] [26] .
For more complicated systems ( 3 H, 3 He, 4 He) there are no systematic study of the TPE effects, with the exception of few very rough estimations [7, 27] . In Ref. [7] the TPE corrections to the unpolarized electron- 3 He elastic cross-section at Q 2 from 1 to 6 GeV 2 were calculated with the elastic intermediate state only. In Ref. [27] the TPE contribution in the large angle electron-3 He and electron- 4 He scattering was estimated in the multipole scattering model with simplest gaussian density in the nuclei. Lack of full THE calculations is one of the reasons why full THE effects are not taken into account in extraction procedure of the trinucleons' form factors, only part of them, the Coulomb distortion effect, is usually considered.
In the present paper we do the calculations of the TPE amplitude in the electron-trinucleon elastic scattering within the framework of semirelativistic approximation with the trinucleon wave function for the realistic potentials. An applicability area of our model given by Eq. (46) [see also discussion in Sec. IV B] includes the main part of kinematical domain where experimental data exist.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we discuss kinematics and general structure of the amplitude for ultrarelativistic electron scattering off a spin 1 2 particle. A parametrization of the trinucleon wave function, which is used in the present calculations, is reviewed in Sec. III. The analytic expressions for the TPE amplitudes are derived in Sec. IV. Results of numerical calculations and conclusions are given in Sec. V.
II. KINEMATICS AND GENERAL STRUCTURE OF THE AMPLITUDE
We neglect the electron mass and put the trinucleon mass M ≈ 3m, where m is the nucleon mass. The electron and trinucleon momenta in the initial and final states are denoted by k, k ′ and P , P ′ ; the transferred momentum is q = k − k ′ and
In general case all generalized form factors F 1 , F 2 , and F 3 are complex functions of two independent variables, e.g. Q 2 and ǫ. At the zeroth order in α the form factors F 1 and F 2 reduce to the Dirac and Pauli form factors F 1 (Q 2 ) and F 2 (Q 2 ), while the form factor F 3 vanishes. At the first order in α all of them are nonvanishing.
Instead of the Dirac and Pauli form factors F 1 (Q 2 ) and F 2 (Q 2 ), one usually introduces their linear combinations (the charge and magnetic form factors, respectively)
which "diagonalize" the unpolarized cross section
We use the parametrization [28] of the totally antisymmetric trinucleon wave function calculated with the Paris [29] and cd-Bonn [30] potentials. This parametrization is restricted to five partial waves,
where ℓ, j, and s are the orbital, total, and spin angular momenta for the pair (the 2 nd and 3 rd nucleons), and L and K are the relative orbital angular momentum for the spectator (the 1 st nucleon) and the so called channel spin, respectively. The appropriate quantum numbers of the partial waves are collected in Table I of Ref. [28] .
The standard definition of the Jacobi coordinates for the three-particle system r and ρ and the corresponding momenta µ and ν is
Here R is the coordinate of the trinucleon center of mass and P is the trinucleon momentum.
Explicitly, the trinucleon wave function is (see Ref. [31] )
where σ and ξ are the spin projections of the trinucleon and the spectator nucleon, T 3 , t 3 , and τ 3 are the isospin projections of the trinucleon, the spectator nucleon, and the pair; M is the projection of the total angular momentum of the pair; χ ξt3 and |ss 3 ; τ τ 3 are the spin-isospin wave function of the spectator nucleon and the pair; s 3 , L 3 , K 3 , and ℓ 3 are z projections of appropriate momenta; j 1 j 2 m 1 m 2 JJ z are the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients.
Later on we will also need the trinucleon wave function in the coordinate space
where φ n (r, ρ) are partial radial wave functions given by
Here j ℓ (z) are spherical Bessel functions (not to be confused with the components of the electron current j h µ ).
IV. CALCULATION OF THE TPE AMPLITUDE
Similarly to the ed scattering [25] we consider only TPE diagrams where virtual photons interact directly with the nucleons (in our model we exclude nonnucleon degrees of freedom, such as mesons, isobars, etc.). There are two types of such diagrams and the total amplitude is given by
The amplitude ∆M I corresponds to the diagram Below we will consider the TPE corrections to the generalized form factors of 3 He. The corrections to the generalized form factors of 3 H are obtained from them by interchange p ↔ n.
A. Diagrams of type I
The amplitude for the electron-nucleon scattering has a structure similar to (3)
where p, p ′ and ξ, ξ ′ are nucleon momenta and spin projections in the initial and final states, respectively, and H µ N is the operator of the "effective current" of the nucleon Using these formulae we easily get the TPE correction of the type I to the amplitude: (24) where N 1 means the spectator nucleon and ∆H N1µ is the part of its effective current (23) proportional to α. The factor of 3 in Eq. (24) is spectroscopical factor squared.
As a result the corrections of the type I to the 3 He generalized form factors are
where
and
where φ n (r, ρ) are partial radial wave functions of the trinucleon in the coordinate space, see Eq. (21).
B. Diagrams of type II
Let us introduce four dimensional "internal" momenta in the trinucleon in the initial and final states 
The corresponding amplitude is given by the sum of the two diagrams ∆M
Here the factor of 3 is spectroscopical factor squared, ∆ 1 = k − l and ∆ 2 = l − k ′ are the four momenta of the photons (l is the momentum of the intermediate electron)
are the trinucleon vertex functions, which are connected with the trinucleon wave function by Eq. (A4); Integrating over dν 0 dµ 0 dµ ′ 0 one has to take into account four types of poles shown in Fig. 3 and the amplitude ∆M II hσ ′ σ becomes a sum of four respective terms
What follows is a discussion of the contribution coming from the poles of the diagram Fig. 3 (a) . Other contributions are calculated similarly.
Here T (a)µν σ ′ σ are given in (33) where three nucleons marked by a cross in Fig. 3 (a) are on mass shell; The space components of the nucleon momenta are given by
Later on we will assume that
We will also restrict our calculations to
Keeping only terms linear in µ, µ ′ , and υ we get
In the nonrelativistic approximation ∆ 0 = 0. Note that from Eq. (45) it follows that at Q 2 ≪ 32 µ
and the photon propagators can be moved out of the integral. For the wave functions obtained with both Paris [29] and CD-Bonn [30] potentials the estimated value of µ 2 is ∼ 3 × 10 −3 GeV 2 and we obtain the following restrictions on the applicability of our model
For rough estimation of the TPE effects we will use the nonrelativistic approximation for the nucleon electromagnetic current
We will also put ∆ 1 ≈ ∆ 2 ≈ 1 2 q in the numerator of the electron propagator, while the denominator needs more care and we have to keep here terms proportional to µ and µ
Now the amplitude becomes ∆T II(a)
where Using the integral representa-
and performing the Fourier transform of the wave functions we reduce the 9-dimensional integral (51) to the following 4-dimensional integral
From similar calculations we get that equations, identical to Eq. (50), have place for all ∆T
and thus the total ∆T
The non-vanishing components of the tensor
From numerical calculations we find that contribution of the wave function components with l = 2 is less than 10% and in further estimations of the TPE effects we ignore these components. A similar situation takes place in the ed-scattering where the D wave gives small contribution to the TPE effects [25] . The reason is very simple: the main contribution in the integral of Eq. (56) comes from small r, where the components with l = 2 are suppressed by a factor of r 2 . The quantities M 00 , M 0+ , and M +− are given in Appendix B.
Taking into account explicit expression for the lepton tensor
we arrive at the final expression for the correction to the reduced amplitude
where S 00 , S 0+ , and S +− are defined by equations similar to Eqs. (58) Comparing this result with Eq. (10) we get
V. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 
is the Born approximation for the reduced cross section at ǫ = 0.5. Two Q 2 values (10 and 20 fm −2 ) are chosen in the vicinity of the region where G C and G M change sign. The form factors G C (Q 2 ) and G M (Q 2 ) were estimated from the parametrization of Ref. [35] .
The nucleon TPE amplitudes, which are needed for the evaluation of the M I amplitude, were calculated with the TPEcalc program [32] based on the dispersion method of Ref. [11] . For the magnetic form factors of the proton and neutron we use usual dipole parametrization; the JLab parametrization, see Eq. (33) of Ref. [33] and so-called Galster parametrization [34] are used for the electric form factors of the proton and neutron, respectively.
The numerical calculations are done with the trinucleon wave functions for the Paris [29] and CD-Bonn [30] potentials.
In Fig. 7 we show the ǫ dependence of the ratio of the differential cross section, calculated in the Born+TPE approximation, to the Born approximation, at fixed Q 2 . From the results of our numerical calculations we drew the following conclusions:
• The TPE corrections are a few times more significant in the scattering of electrons off 3 He than in the electron-nucleon scattering.
• The contribution of the type I diagram to the generalized electric form factor is minor at all values of Q 2 , while in the generalized magnetic form factor its contribution increases with Q 2 and becomes significant at Q 2 30 fm −2 .
• The F 3 form factor is large and it would be interesting to observe it experimentally.
• Similarly to the electron-deuteron scattering [25] the main source of uncertainty in the estimated TPE corrections comes from the short-range part of the trinucleon wave function.
